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This page exists within the Old ArtZone Wiki section of this site. Read the information
presented on the linked page to better understand the signiﬁcance of this fact.

Power Boat
Product: Power Boat
Product Code: ps_ac1143
DAZ Original: Yes
Created By: Serrge
Released: February 18, 2005

Product Information
You can ﬁnd new icons for loading this product in the following Poser Libraries:
Figures: “PowerBoat”

Product Notes
Power Boat - stand alone ﬁgure for Poser4. Inspired by real-life high performance power boats, this
ﬁgure is already prescaled for standard Poser humanoid ﬁgures. The boat is built to scale, real boats
are approximately 75' (22.8m) length and 17' (5.1m) beam, so it`s a big model :). Textures for all
items included.
Features:
Highly detailed model (41,628 faces) with some moving parts.
Rotating steering on the model connected to the two riders so if you turn the steering, the
riders will turn automatically.
All moving parts have the limits applied for real world accuracy.
Texture is split across 5 templates for easy and detailed texturing.
Material division by texture maps:
PowerBoat-part1-tex: top, air-grille, glass-mat2, glass-mat3, glass-interior, plastic-black2.
PowerBoat-part2-text: bottom, plastic-black, deck-rubber, metal-props, glass-mat1.
PowerBoat-part3-text: leather, plastic-mat1, door-rubber.
PowerBoat-part4-text: buttons, metal-mat1, plastic-mat2, plastic-mat3, screen.
PowerBoat-part5-text: table-glass, door-glass, metal-chrome.
Note to P4 users:
Poser 4 users will need to convert one bump maps from a .jpg ﬁle to use the P4 ﬁles properly.
This Bump Map ﬁle is:
:S Studio Tex:PowerBoat:PowerBoat-part2-bump.jpg
Please see Bump Map Conversion Help for more instructions on converting Bump Files.
In all cases, “P4” will refer to Poser 4 and “PP” will refer to Pro Pak.
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Known Issues
None

Support
Visit our site for further technical support questions or concerns: http://www.daz3d.com/i.x/support
Thank you and enjoy your new products!
DAZ Productions Technical Support
12637 South 265 West #300
Draper, UT 84020
Phone:(801) 495-1777
FAX:(801) 495-1787
TOLL-FREE 1-800-267-5170

File Listing

\Runtime

\Runtime\Geometries\

\Runtime\Geometries\S Studio

\Runtime\Geometries\S Studio\Transport Figures

\Runtime\Geometries\S Studio\Transport Figures\Pow

PowerBoat.obj
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\Runtime\libraries

\Runtime\libraries\character

\Runtime\libraries\character\PowerBoat

PowerBoat-P4.cr2
PowerBoat-PP.cr2
PowerBoat-P4.rsr
PowerBoat-PP.rsr

\Runtime\textures\

\Runtime\textures\S Studio Tex

\Runtime\textures\S Studio Tex\PowerBoat

PowerBoat-part1-text.jpg
PowerBoat-part2-bump.jpg
PowerBoat-part2-text.jpg
PowerBoat-part3-text.jpg
PowerBoat-part4-text.jpg
SilverReﬂ.jpg
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